ICE 2013 Professional and Student Staff

Andrea R. Wynn – Director, ICE
Ivan Favela – Asst. Dean, Dir. MEP
Emilie McGill – Office Support Associate
Eden Dahan – Program Assistant
ICE Office – 210 EH

Instructors
Thomas Carty – Linear Algebra
carty
Jerrod Henderson – Academic Study Skills
jahender
Safiya Noble – Culture, Society, and Technology
snober
Eden Dahan – Engineering Math
dahe2
Eden Dahan – ICE Projects
dahe2

Classroom Assistants
Haralabs (Robby) Karayiannis Computer Science
karayia2
Angel Silva Mechanical Engineering
asilva22
Fidel Trejo Computer Science
fatrejo2

Resident Counselors
Kevin Reyes, Head Resident Counselor Aerospace Engineering
kmreyes2
James Brent Engineering Mechanics
jbrent2
Erik Delanois General Engineering
delanos2
Vanessa Demarco Chemical Engineering
demarco5
Janae Moore Agricultural and Biological Engineering
jbmoore3
Kelsey Wu Materials Science and Engineering
wu105